The Metropolitan Emergency Services Board initiated a project in 2011 in preparation for the enhanced location features of Next Generation 911. The project was to take the Master Street Address Guide (MSAG) responder information and map it through Geographic Information Systems (GIS). The MSAG is a simple spreadsheet that contains street names, block ranges and responder information. Much of the information contained in it dates back to the inception of Enhanced 911 in the early 1980’s and may not display correctly when mapped.

In looking at Emergency Service Zone 242 (Cologne Fire District), discrepancies between the MSAG and GIS mapped data were noted. In Dahlgren Township, the area of Inwood Road and Juliet Road where Cologne Fire borders with Carver Fire was convoluted. Carver County personnel recommended a change to clarify and simplify emergency response.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Dahlgren Township emergency service zone boundaries are revised to match the attached map (Exhibit A).

Adopted this 8th day of October 2012.

Attest: [Signature]

Mary Olson
Town Clerk

Chairperson or other if chair is contracting.
Proposed Final Carver County Emergency Service Zone Boundary
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NOTE
The ESZ boundary is MSAG defined and includes changes agreed upon in the Discrepancy meeting with Carver County.
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